SERVING YOU
SO YOU CAN SERVE
YOUR COMMUNITY

ADVANCE WITH
THE RIGHT PARTNER.
SHAZAM is a national member-owned debit
processor and core provider that serves community
banks throughout the U.S. Founded in 1976, we
developed the first shared electronic funds transfer
network in the nation and revolutionized the industry
with a single-message system.

BEFORE OUR FOUNDER EMBRACED
FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY, HE
WAS A MASTER CRAFTSMAN AND

Banks are facing a future full of rapidly changing
technology, shifting consumer behaviors and new
waves of industry regulations. We help solve
these challenges by providing payment solutions,
proactive fraud prevention, security services,
a core banking solution, advocacy, marketing
and more.

1 / THE RIGHT PARTNER

BRICKLAYER. JUST LIKE QUALITY
BRICKWORK THAT’S BUILT TO LAST,
YOUR BANK REQUIRES A HIGH LEVEL
OF PRECISION, TECHNICAL APTITUDE
AND PRACTICALITY — AND YOU’LL
FIND THESE SAME QUALITIES IN YOUR
SHAZAM PARTNERSHIP.

MORE CHOICES. MORE FLEXIBILITY.
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SHAPING THE INDUSTRY FOR
A BETTER TOMORROW.
SHAZAM is making a difference in the banking industry and securing a better future for you and the communities
you serve.

DEVELOPED THE
SINGLE-MESSAGE
SYSTEM THAT
REMAINS THE STANDARD
FOR NETWORKS TODAY.

INTRODUCED FUEL PUMP
TERMINALS, ALLOWING
CARDHOLDERS TO PAY
AT THE PUMP.

PARTNERED WITH
THE STATE OF IOWA
TO CREATE THE
FIRST ELECTRONIC BENEFIT
TRANSFER PROGRAM IN THE
COUNTRY.

DEVELOPED THE CARD
AUTHORIZATION SERVICE (CAS),
ALLOWING YOU TO ISSUE
AND AUTHORIZE CARDS
WITHOUT RELYING ON
COMPETITORS.

3 / SHAPING THE INDUSTRY

FIRST IN THE WORLD TO
IMPLEMENT AND OPERATE
AN INTEGRATED POS
PROGRAM, FOREVER
CHANGING THE RETAIL
INDUSTRY.

FOUNDING MEMBER OF
THE DEBIT NETWORK
ALLIANCE, WHICH
PROMOTED STANDARDS
FOR EMV® AND THE
COMMON AID.

FORMED OUR OWN BANK
AND SERVE AS A PRINCIPAL
MEMBER, SAVING OUR
PARTICIPANTS MILLIONS
OF DOLLARS EVERY YEAR.

YOUR SUCCESS IS OUR TOP PRIORITY
As a national member-owned corporation, SHAZAM doesn’t answer
to shareholders, giving us the freedom to do what’s right for our
participants. Our not-for-profit structure is truly unique in our industry.
We’re here to save you money and reinvest in your success through
periodic pricing reductions and innovative new products and services
to help you compete.

YOU HAVE A VOICE
Our board of directors is comprised of leaders from our participating banks,
so every decision is made for the benefit of our partners. Together we exert
positive influence on the future of our industry and provide a powerful
voice for community banks.

YOUR VALUES MATTER
We know your cardholders look to you for more than financial services.
They want the kind of caring, personal service that can only come from
a person they trust. We believe in those values, too. That integrity is
why so many banks choose to partner with us.

REDEFINE SUCCESS.
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SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR SUCCESS.
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SHAZAM delivers a portfolio of products and services that paves the way for banks to prosper. More
choices and a flexible partner allow you to continuously build your business — your way.

PRODUCT SUITE

ATM SERVICES

R

CARD SERVICES
PIN AND SIGNATURE DEBIT
Reliable debit services offered including both PIN and signature
debit on traditional point-of-sale (POS) transactions, plus online and
mobile purchases.
SHAZAM MYPIC STUDIO®
Increase card usage and revenue with card personalization, such as a color
photo of a hobby, pets, loved ones, vacation adventure — almost anything.
BUSINESS DEBIT
Mastercard® and Visa® programs are available, providing your
business clients with greater flexibility.
HEALTH SAVINGS ACCOUNT CARDS
Allows your cardholders to contribute pre-tax dollars that can be used
to pay for qualified medical expenses and help combat the rising costs
of health care.
CARD AUTHORIZATION SERVICES
Issue and activate cards, authorize transactions, set cardholder PINs
and more. CAS Real Time allows you to authorize transactions based
on up-to-the-minute balance information. SHAZAM can also process
stand-in authorizations if your system is offline.

ACCEPTANCE AND PRIVILEGED STATUS
Enjoy acceptance through all major card associations while
your cardholders enjoy surcharge-free access to their cash
across the U.S.

SHAZAM MONITOR PLUS
Watches your terminals 24/7 to quickly notify your bank about faults,
notifications, out-of-service issues and more. Daily and monthly reports
are available for each ATM.
ATM DATA EXCHANGE
Retrieve details quickly and easily about your transaction data, device
faults and supervisor activity through our electronic ATM journal. Plus,
display marketing screens quickly and easily on your ATMs.

We made the decision to go with SHAZAM and the
experience exceeded our expectations. In the first
six months our net profits on our ATM and debit
programs increased by a jaw-dropping 112%.

RANDALL REID / AAP, IT SECURITY / OPERATIONS OFFICER
Bank of Abbeville & Trust / Abbeville, LA
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FRAUD + RISK SERVICES
FICO® FALCON® FRAUD MANAGER
Neural-network technology creates a statistical model based on the
cardholder’s individual habits and fraud risk. Falcon uses real-time scoring
for maximum fraud-fighting power. The technology analyzes and scores
each transaction and either denies or approves it instantly based on
the thresholds you’ve set. So you’re able to stop fraud losses at the first
dollar and eliminate subsequent fraud losses. Declined transactions are
researched by a SHAZAM fraud specialist and used to further refine the
cardholder’s profile.
PAYSECURE
PaySecure from Acculynk® and SHAZAM appears as a graphical interface
whenever a cardholder enters card information at a participating
merchant’s website. Encrypted card data is transferred safely, protecting
the cardholder’s PIN.
SHAZAM CARD BLOCK
Save money and stop fraud before it happens by placing blocks based on
merchant type, state, country or other fraud patterns.
ID THEFTSMART™
Safeguard your accountholders against identity theft and generate revenue.
If one becomes a victim, agents from Kroll, Inc., one of the world’s most
respected investigative services, will work the case to completion.
SHAZAM SECURE®
Solutions you can use to comply with federal regulations and secure your
accountholders, locations and networks. These include risk, regulatory
and IT exams; cybersecurity and technical security assessments; and
crisis management training.

RANDY ALDERMAN / VP
Bradford National Bank / Greenville, IL

CRIME RESPONSE TRAINING
SHAZAM offers a variety of courses to help you prepare, respond and
recover from a crisis. This training helps meet your Federal Financial
Institutions Examination Council business continuity plan requirement.
MEDIA RELATIONS TRAINING
Training that will empower your bank to work more effectively with local
media, build confidence, prepare for discussing critical incidents and
strengthen your media relationships.

BUILD A PROFITABLE BUSINESS.
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PAYMENTS
SHAZAM® BOLT$ MOBILE APP
Alerts cardholders to potentially fraudulent transactions. The
app is enhanced with person-to-person money transfers, card blocking,
alerts and blocks at the transaction level and an ATM location feature.
Or, integrate our transaction alerting and blocking functionality into
your own mobile app with the SHAZAM BOLT$ API.
TM

CORE SERVICES
CARDINAL CORE
Efficiently integrates with non-core functions such as ATM, platform
and other systems. Cardinal Core is delivered to your desktop through a
browser, so it’s easy to deploy and maintain as your institution grows and
requires new functionality.
CUSTOMIZABLE PLATFORM
SHAZAM’s browser-based platform integrates with PC desktop functions
such as email, word processors and spreadsheets. You can also customize
correspondence to reflect your brand. Using either in-house or data center
environments, Cardinal Core makes it easy to create customized menus for
each employee and connect to popular reporting applications.
SPEED AND EFFICIENCY
Cardinal Core technology is fast and efficient because fewer programming
commands and computer cycles are required to perform tasks, allowing your
end-of-day process to complete in very little time.
VALUABLE ASSETS
You’ll receive full conversion services, a dedicated conversion team,
personalized training and ongoing professional support.

SHAZAM ACH
Process direct deposits, government benefits, business-to-business
payments, e-checks, tax payments, child-support payments and more.
ACH receive and origination services are also available.
DIGITAL PAYMENTS
Give cardholders the easy and seamless experience of digital payments.
Your options include:
 Android Pay

TM

 Samsung Pay®

 Apple Pay®

 Masterpass®

 Microsoft® Wallet

 Visa® Checkout

SHAZAM BOLT$ saved us almost
$6,000 and should really be considered
a crime-fighting tool.

PERRY FORST / PRESIDENT / CEO
Citizens State Bank / Norwood, MN
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MERCHANT SERVICES
TRADITIONAL MERCHANT PROGRAM
Build and expand your merchant relationships, while SHAZAM provides a
full range of merchant processing services.
MERCHANT REFERRAL PROGRAM
Refer local merchants to SHAZAM, then enjoy the benefits — a cash
bonus for each referral, sales representation as well as closure, and
monthly statements.
EQUIPMENT AND CONNECTIVITY
Choose from a full range of traditional and digital POS terminals with a
variety of secure payment types and multiple connectivity options to ensure
that you can support old and new payment types.
GIFT CARDS
Low startup and monthly costs allow merchants to affordably offer
reloadable gift cards in any denomination.
REPORTING
AccessOne offers a secure online reporting tool that provides financial
and processing information, including deposit information, statements,
historical data and more.
SM

BOOST YOUR
PRODUCTIVITY.
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REPORTING

SUPPORT SERVICES

SHAZAM ACCESS
This secure, web-based application allows you to research your bank’s
card transactions, update account balances, issue or deactivate cards,
generate reports and more. SHAZAM Access automatically delivers data
for billing, exceptions, risk management, card maintenance, plastics and
settlements right to your desktop.

CLIENT IMPLEMENTATION
An experienced client implementation expert will guide you through every
step of your conversion.

SHAZAM INSIGHT
Get instant access to information about how your cardholders use
their cards with SHAZAM Insight. These valuable reports will help
you manage your debit card program profitably and can be used to
position yourself competitively in the marketplace.
SHAZAM INSIGHT WITH DATA SELECT
Take customized reports to the next level with nearly 50 fields of
transaction data from the past 13 months, giving you a deeper look
into your cardholders’ purchasing behavior.

MARKETING PROGRAMS
MARKETING AGENCY SERVICES
Our award-winning team of marketing professionals can create
customized materials to build your brand, deepen your relationships
and maximize your profitability.
MARKETING PROGRAMS
Increase card usage and generate more revenue by participating
in SHAZAM Debit Rewards for FREE. Your cardholders are automatically
entered to win valuable prizes every time they use their card to
make purchases. And, SHAZAM’s Power Marketing Program offers
ready-made, cost-effective campaigns to generate revenue.

TRAINING
Flexible, cost-effective education for your staff is available in person, as
well as through regional, telephone and web seminars.
CLIENT SUPPORT
Talk to a knowledgeable professional in our building 24/7/365. More than
95 percent of all service calls to SHAZAM are resolved the same day.
DISPUTE RESOLUTION SERVICES
Avoid high-cost, manual dispute management and processing by using
SHAZAM’s Dispute Resolution Services — our dedicated call center for
your cardholders’ calls.
CHARGEBACKS
With a deep understanding of timelines, documentation and rules,
SHAZAM’s chargeback professionals can lead you through any situation
and eliminate the need for a dedicated specialist on your staff.

16 FREE
PRODUCTS + SERVICES
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We’re only as good as the company we keep. Many trade associations and bankers’ banks have recognized SHAZAM’s
commitment to the future of the community financial and merchant services industries, by endorsing our products and
services to their members.

STATE ASSOCIATIONS
+ BANKERS’ BANKS


Alabama Bankers Association



Indiana Bankers Association



Arkansas Bankers’ Bank



Iowa Bankers Association



Arkansas Community Bankers



Iowa Credit Union League



Bluegrass Bankers Association



Midwest Independent Bank



Community Bankers Association of Georgia



Missouri Independent Bankers Association



Community Bankers Association of Illinois



Virginia Association of Community Banks



Community Bankers Association of Kansas



Community Bankers Association of Ohio



Community Bankers of Iowa



Iowa Grocery Industry Association



Community Bankers of Michigan



Missouri Grocers Association



Florida Bankers Association



Nebraska Grocery Industry Association



Independent Banks of South Carolina



Independent Community Bankers
Association of New Mexico



Independent Community Bankers of Minnesota

11 / KEEP GOOD COMPANY

MERCHANT ASSOCIATIONS

KEEP GOOD COMPANY.
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FIND YOURSELF HERE.
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LET YOUR STORY
UNFOLD WITH SHAZAM.
We believe community banks build better communities and that everyone has a story to tell.
We’d like to be part of your success story.

6700 Pioneer Pkwy / Johnston, IA 50131
855-314-1212 / shazam.net
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COMMUNITY BANKS
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